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Agenda 
HR, MS, AB and NB have apologized their absence. Sheina Costa informed that she has to 
withdraw the SIG due to change in her current position.  

1: Election of the new Co-Chair (all) 

TG as the co-chair and all members of the WG thank Paul his excellent work, enthusiasm 
and energy in the creation and development of the SIG. PW left the teleconference before 
the election of the new chair. HLP informs that the only nomination has been for Heleen 
Riper.  TG informs that HR knows the nomination and agrees. All members of the working 
group vote in favor of HR as the co-chair.   

2: Lubeck Conference (LP, TG, PW) 

- Preconference:  
LP has already contacted Organisation Committee and they keep in touch. LP prepared the following 
draft program based on Santiago de Chile inputs: 

1° Components and quality of digital applications.  

2° Sharing big data for research 

3° Targetting and engaging the population 
 
4° Digital applications in clinical practice   

A. Guiding to interventions: the human factor 
B. Blended care  
C. Combining different types of applications 

Action point: LP will prepare a second version of the preconference program based on 
working group feedback (include synergies with conference – specifically with Paul Wallace 
presentation - , remove topic 3 and consider adding new topic based on ecological 
momentary assessment and intervention. Try also to find an attractive title which acts as 
umbrella of topics and linked to PW presentation in the conference). He will also suggest 
which members in the WG and out of it could help for each topic.  

 
- Key speakers conference: 

PW facilitate us the title of the key presentation in the next INEBRIA conference 2019 “Meeting the 
challenges of evidence generation for digital approaches to eSBI”  



 
 
3: Sharing research data (HR and MS) 

In the TC, there is no person in charge of this point. Everybody agree that it is a relevant and 
priority point.  

4: Researcher exchanges (NB, NB) 

NB explains that the priority is to identify grants, position and other opportunities and share 
with INEBRIA members.  Preconference, conference (e.g. poster session), website and 
twitter could be good channels to share them and to receive inputs about grants, 
opportunities and position. NB and NB will prepare a document for diffusion.   

5: Website update and Twitter account (NB, HR, HLP)  

Twitter is already working as a @eINEBRIA. NB manages it. HLP feeds with the same papers 
that are shared on the website. HR also feeds it.  HLP will ask Lidia Segura to share 
@eINEBRIA with all INEBRIA members. HLP asked Lidia Segura about the best solution to 
share data of eINEBRIA members according to new European Union Protection Data Laws.  
The best option is to share only in private section. Everybody agree. HLP will confirm it with 
Lidia Segura.  

6: Other issues 

No other points.  

Next meeting: Early April 

Action point 1: LP will prepare second draft of the preconference program.   

Action point 2: NB and NB will prepare a document for diffusion of research exchanges 
program.  

Action point 3: HLP will contact Lidia Segura for Twitter and Website issues.  

 


